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This paper is about the famous historical event the Eight Trigrams Rebellion of 1813 which 
happened in late Qing Dynasty. The investment literatures included the records of the confessions 
of rebels, officials’ memorial and the recordation of some local chronicles. The research is to 
analyze the change of official and popular attitudes and responses toward the rebellion in north 
China of the late Qing Dynasty.  
The Eight Trigrams was found in the beginning of Kang-xi Dynasty by Liu Zuo-cheng, At 
first it advocated the cure of diseases and avoiding disasters by joining the organization. Then the 
content of its propaganda gradually change from the physical health of body to the promise of 
political or family honors and material benefit. The organization was highly-organized and careful 
division. The purpose of the organization changed from grabbing money into seeking political 
rights step by step. All the changes of its internal operation laid the foundation for the rebellion of 
1813.After the reign of Emperor Qianlong, there was more chance for the development of this 
organization. The Eight Trigrams expanded quickly for the indirect exercise of official power and 
the expansion of folk belief. Under the ambitious leadership of Lin ch’ing and Li Wen-ch'eng, it 
became a flexible and multi-organization. The thought of Millennium is popular among the joiners 
of the Eight Trigrams. At the same time, a severe drought broke out in Chihli,Shantung,Honan 
province between1811 and 1813. The Eight Trigrams took the advantage to become stronger. 
Those factors directly stimulated the outbreak of this rebellion.  
With the outbreak of this rebellion, the rebels in the Eight Trigrams showed the complexity 
and diversity of composition, including devout members of the organization, opportunists, looters 
who by chance and forced entrants. In response to the rebellion, the government and popular took 
measures from the initial passive into active. During the course of resist the rebellion, the 
cooperation of official and the popular finally contributed to the two independent strengths merge 
together. After the rebellion was put down, the central and local government had thrown a great 
deal of money into the pension of the victims and the project of post-disaster reconstruction. On 
the question of hunting for the criminals who escaped, there were some differences. The emperor 
Jiaqing attached great importance on the event but the local officials have taken a lazy attitude. 















popular toward this famous rebellion. And different measures were taken between the central 
government and local government in holding down the rebellion. From the research we can find 
the indirect exercise of political power of the central government. On the other hand, the 
cooperation of the official and the popular reflects that the government control in north China is 
still strong and the official authority still existed in the mind of the majority of the society. 
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